See Emails Below:
No action was taken on 10.22.13M

There is nothing for Kathy to sign. I think I might have written "M" down on the agenda for
executive session. I remember Mike and I realizing that this was going to be an issue that day.
We had hoped that Pres. Greendeer was not going to skip over M and have the next regular
session resolution an M not an N, but he didn't. I guess we can create some sort of dumbie word
file for 10.22.13M stating that a resolution was presented in executive session and given a
number but no action was taken concerning it.

From: Jessica A. Parker
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 3:35 PM
To: Carolyn Grzelak
Cc: Michael P. Murphy
Subject: RE: This Afternoon

That is what Autumn and John said. I did pull your packet from that day and went through all of it but I
didn’t see any reference to a Resolution “M”. But where you always write down the resolution numbers
on the agenda it does skip from “L” to “N”.

I guess part of the concern is that the Legislative Aides requested I go through the Resolution File in the
everyone drive and rename things so that the names of each resolution are uniform throughout. In
doing that they asked that I somehow address situations like 10.22.13 where a letter in missing so that
they can identify why it is not there…I am unclear as to exactly how I am to do that. Maybe just save a
Word Doc. Labeled “10.22.13M Unavailable” or something? This was the example they used as
wondering where it is…and then Autumn told me to get it from one of you and do it up for Kathy’s
signature.

From: Carolyn Grzelak
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 3:15 PM
To: Jessica A. Parker
Cc: Michael P. Murphy
Subject: RE: This Afternoon

This is from the executive session before on 10.22.13? The executive session packet should be on my
desk probably with the red session packet. I might not have it labeled yet. You can see if my notes say
anything. If I remember correctly there was a resolution presented regarding trust land acquisitions and
it was given a letter, but I don't think that it was adopted because passing a resolution would make it
public knowledge which is not what we want. I thought there was a motion to just have a memo drafted
or read for the record.

